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►►► Economy 

 
The Business Times 
►  Australian PM inches ahead in poll count 
Embattled Australian Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull's conservative 
coalition seemed "absolutely certain" to emerge as frontrunner following 
the general election, a leading analyst predicted on Wednesday, and may 
even secure a majority.  
 
China Daily 
►  China adjusts method of calculating GDP, including R&D expenditure 
China has changed its method of calculating the country's GDP, a move 
that is in line with international standards and is not an attempt to jazz up 
growth figures, the National Bureau of Statistics said on Tuesday.  

►►► Politics 

 
Business Insider 
► The FBI just contradicted a key element of Hillary Clinton's email defense 
FBI Director James Comey announced Tuesday that the bureau's 
investigation into Hillary Clinton's use of a private email server while she was 
secretary of state yielded evidence...  
 
Japan Times 
►  Japan, U.S. agree to narrow definition of ‘civilian component’ protected by 
SOFA 
The Japanese and U.S. governments officially agreed Tuesday to limit the 
extent to which U.S. military workers are protected under the Status of Forces 
Agreement, which gives the U.S. jurisdiction... 

►►► Opinions 

 
Jonathan Freedland 
►  Iraq changed everything: that’s why Chilcot matters so much 
From the horrors of Isis and Syria to Brexit and the travails of our political 
parties, we still live every day with the legacy of Tony Blair’s war 13 years... 
 
Barbara Wesel 
►  Flight To Treasuries Dramatically Accelerates 
Let's take a closer look at US Treasuries in the wake of the turmoil in Europe 
following the Brexit, leave vote in the UK. The flight to Treasuries has 
accelerated dramatically, with the yield on the 10-, 20- and 30-
year instruments hitting record lows.   
 

►►► Currencies 

 
WBP Online 
►  GBP/USD: Pound Dives to New Lows on Brexit Backlash 
The British pound fell to its lowest in more than three decades on 
Wednesday as the UK's decision to leave the European Union continued 
to haunt investors.  
 
Investing 
►  Aussie and kiwi move lower as Brexit fears persist  
The Australian and New Zealand dollars were lower against their U.S. 
counterpart on Wednesday, as renewed fears over the ramifications of 
the Brexit vote weighed on demand for riskier assets.  

►►► Markets 

 
Reuters 
►   Global stocks singed, bonds surge as Brexit fears flare 
Asian share markets turned tail on Wednesday as fears over instability in the 
European Union returned with a vengeance, sending the pound to three-
decade lows and hammering risky assets of all stripes. 
 
International Business Times 
►  Oil Price News 2016: US Reserves Surpass Russia, Saudi Arabia As 
Prices Hit Below $50 A Barrel 
The U.S. has surpassed oil exporting giants Saudi Arabia and Russia by 
holding more oil reserves for the first time ever, according to a new survey 
released Monday.  

►►► Top Videos 

 
CNBC 
►  Where are the stocks with value? 
Investors should think about what sectors are necessary and in demand, 
and invest in those sectors, says Money Morning.com's Keith Fitz-Gerald.  
 
Bloomberg 
►  Is Brexit Making the U.K. and EU Poorer? 
Pillars of the U.K. economy are starting to shudder as the cost of Brexit hits 
home. Three asset managers froze withdrawals from real-estate funds 
following a flurry of selling and the pound plunged to a 31-year low less 
than two weeks since the nation backed quitting the European Union. 
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